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SUBJECT : NETWORKING AND ENVIORNMENT WITH HTML

No. QUESTION
1 If we want define style for an unique element, then which css selector will we use ?
2 Which selector matches a element based on its id?
Which property of a anchor element signifies an element that currently has the user's mouse pointer hovering
3 over it?
4 Which property changes the color of left border?
5 Which property specifies an image for the marker rather than a bullet point or number?
6 Which property specifies the left padding of an element?
7 How can we write comment along with CSS code ?
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Which css property you will use if you want to add some margin between a DIV's border and its inner text ?
Which CSS property is used to control the text size of an element ?
How will you make all paragraph elements 'RED' in color ?
CSS Stands for
What is the correct HTML for referring to an external style sheet?
Which HTML tag is used to define an internal style sheet?
Which HTML attribute is used to define inline styles?
How do you add a background color for all <h1> elements?
What is the correct CSS syntax for making all the <p> elements bold?
Which property is used to change the font of an element?
How do you make the text bold?
Which property is used to change the left margin of an element?
How do you make a list that lists its items with squares?
How do you select an element with id 'demo'?
How do you select elements with class name 'test'?
What is the default value of the position property?
How do you display a border like this : The top border = 10 pixels , The bottom border = 5 pixels , The left
border = 20 pixels , The right border = 1pixel?
Embedded CSS is also called ?
HTML stands for?
which tag is used to mark a begining of paragraph ?
From which tag descriptive list starts ?
Correct HTML tag for the largest heading is
The attribute of <form> tag
Markup tags tell the web browser
www is based on which model?
What are Empty elements and is it valid?
Which attributes of text box control allow to limit the maximum character?
Web pages starts with which ofthe following tag?
A webpage displays a picture. What tag was used to display that picture?
<b> tag makes the enclosed text bold. What is other tag to make text bold?
Tags and text that are not directly displayed on the page are written in _____ section
Which tag inserts a line horizontally on your web page?
What should be the first tag in any HTML document?
From which tag the descriptive list starts?
Correct HTML to left align the content inside a table cell is
The tag which allows you to rest other HTML tags within the description is
<Base> tag is designed to appear only between
The tag used to create a new list item and also include a hyperlink is
Can the element <First> be replaced with <first>
Which of the tag is used to creates a number list?
<INPUT> is
The latest HTML standard is
The tag used to create a hypertext relationship between current document and another URL is
The text inside the <TEXT AREA> tag works like
What i s the correct HTML for adding a background color?
Main container for <TR>, <TD> and <TH> is
The body tag usually used after
Which tag creates a number/order list?
Which tag allows you to add a row in a table?
How can you make a bulleted list?
How can you make a numbered list?
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correct HTML tag to make a text italic
correct HTML tag to make a text bold?
correct HTML tag for the smallest size heading?
What is the correct HTML tag for inserting a line break?
Which attribute is used to name an element uniquely?
Which tag creates a check box for a form in HTML?
To create a combo box (drop down box) which tag will you use?
Which of the following is not a pair tag?
To create HTML document you requirea
Some tags enclose the text. Those tags are known as
The _____ character tells browsers to stop tagging the text
In HTML document the tags
Marquee is a tag in HTML to
There are ____ different of heading tags in HTML
To create a blank line in your web page
Which of the following is not a style tag?
If we want define style for an unique element, then which css selector will we use ?
If we don't want to allow a floating div to the left side of an element, which css property will we use ?
What does CSS stand for?
What is the correct HTML for referring to an external style sheet?
What are the Three common types of computer Networks?
What is the acronym for LAN?
Define what is a LAN?
WAN cover a larger geographical area than MAN?
A network that consist of both LANs and MANs are called Wide area network?
Arrange the Following Types of Networks according to their size, from largest to smallest?
What is the acronym MAN stand for?
How many types of Computer Networks are there?
Physical or logical arrangement of network is called __________
Which network topology requires a central controller or hub?
WAN stands for __________
A term that refers to the way in which the nodes of a network are linked together.
A topology that involves Tokens.
A piece of information which is sent along with the data to the source computer.
_______ defines the physical layout of connected device.
______ cable is mostly used in bus topology.
_____ is used to remove the data traffic in bus topology.
_______ is a combination of bus and star topologies.
In partial mesh topology all nodes are connected
Hybrid topology is combination of bus, star and ring topology
______ topology have many route to reach from source to destination
Which HTML tag is used to define an internal style sheet?
Which HTML attribute is used to define inline styles?
Which is the correct CSS syntax?
How do you insert a comment in a CSS file?
Which property is used to change the background color?
How do you add a background color for all <h1> elements?
Which CSS property is used to change the text color of an element?
Which CSS property controls the text size?
Which property is used to change the font of an element?
How do you make the text bold?
How do you select an element with id 'demo'?
How do you select elements with class name 'test'?
How do you select all p elements inside a div element?
How do you group selectors?
Which type of JavaScript language is ___
The "function" and " var" are known as:
Which is the correct way for calling the JavaScript code?
In the JavaScript, which one of the following is not considered as an error:
Which number object function returns the value of the number?
Which function of the String object returns the character in the string starting at the specified position via the
specified number of characters?
In JavaScript the x===y statement implies that:
Which of these is not a logical operator?
What is the value of x? var a = false; var x = a ? A : B;
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Which of the following variable types does not exist in JavaScript?
boolean , number , object , double
Which event fires whenever a control loses focus?
onclick , onmove , onblur , onchange
Which symbol is not used in logical operations?
|| , % , && , !
Which of the following is not a reserved word?
throw , void , program , return
In an array object, what is the key of the first value?
Where do you use the break statement?
The var statement is used to:
What character combination is used to create a single line comment?
Java script start with

